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On the eve of World Photography Day on August 19th 2017,  Chitra Club of Narayana Engineering 

College , Nellore conducted a photo Exhibition at college campus .  Enrolled Students of Chitra club 

actively participated in the event and made it as a grand success. Students exhibited their photos in 

power point presentation and showed their hidden skills in capturing the photos.  

 

Hobby Club of Narayana Engineering College , Nellore invited Mr.G.V. Chaitanya  as a chief Guest.  

Mr.Chaitanya  is currently  working as a Director in 9 Tv News Channel. He had a good knowledge in 

Photography because he completed his Photography training at Hyderabad and He had an 

experience of working in Movies too.  He had a good skill in Photography and Graphic Design. 

Narayana Engineering College, Nellore Management is very pleased to inform that, Students 

enrolled for Chitra club will get free training from Mr.G.V Chaitanya .  Hobby Club of NECN is ready 

to conduct many workshops and competitions in future too. Management is ready to encourage the 

Chitra Club by conducting  photography exhibition contest not only with in the campus but also from 

outside Engineering colleges in A.P.  

Mr. Chaitanya observed the pictures exhibited by Chitra club and congratulated them for their 

hidden talent. He shared his experiences with club members. He told that taking photo is nothing 

but showing story in the form of picture, So, he told Chitra club members to be very cautious while 

Capturing the photos.  

Chitra club enrolled students actively participated in the event and expressed their views and asked 

their doubts regarding photography. Mr.Chaitanya explained the doubts raised by the chitra club 

members. 

 

Y. VINAY KUMAR, Management Secretary , Narayana Group,  Dr.A.V.S Prasad, Director, Narayana 

Engineering & Pharmacy Colleges Nellore & Gudur, Dr.G.Sreenivasulu Reddy, Principal, NECN , 

K.vinay kumar, Prof in-charge NECN Hobby Club &NECN Hobby Club faculty in-charges branch wise 

attended and appreciated  the hidden talents of members of Chitra club and announced the first and 

second prize winners of the event . 

 


